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2. US city that wants to borrow the Namma Bengaluru Foundation’s anaconda

installation (6)

5. You will find vegetables of at least ___ colours in Rainbow Veggies’ weekly

package (4)

6 Across & 1 Down. George Calombaris of MasterChef Australia would like to 

toast this local ingredient and add it to mash potato (7,5)

7. Ingredient in Blue Frog on Church Street’s baked brie that helps reduce its 

cheesiness (7)

8. The type of dupattas you’ll find at Raw Mango’s stand-alone store (8)

11. Accompaniment served alongside the chargrilled mustard fish at Blue Frog 

on Church Street (9)

15. It’s Always Sunny in Philadelphia regular who plays the role of Chad in

Vacation (7,3)

16. According to chef Manu Chandra you get the best Thai food in the world 

at this restaurant at the 5th Avenue Mall (3,4)

17. See 4 Down

18. See 3 Down

 

Weekend Crossword: Trading Places

We made our debut in Bengaluru by exchanging notes with top chefs Manu 

Chandra & George Calombaris, tried a new burger place and phoned an

anaconda’s secretary.  

Down
1. See 6 Across

3 Down & 18 Across. One of the issues the Namma Bengaluru Foundation 

wants to tackle in the near future (7,5)

4/17. One of the ingredients in Moo Point’s protein shake (6,6)

9. MasterChef Australia celebrity judge George Calombaris used this in his 

pani puri reinvention (4,5)

10. The type of seeds that are favoured at Rainbow Veggies, a recently launched 

fresh produce subscription service (8)

12. Contemporary dancer who will participate in the Indo-Korean theatre 

production Hamlet Avataar at Rang Shankara on Tuesday (5,5)

13. One of the many New York restaurants Chef Manu Chandra has 

apprenticed at (2,9)

14. Its addition would have made Moo Point on Residency Road’s vegetarian 

burger more flavourful (7)

16. Raw Mango loves using this flower in their sari embroidery patterns (5)
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